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Abstract

Site-Based Data Curation (SBDC) is an approach to managing research data that prioritizes

sharing and reuse of data collected at scientifically significant sites. The SBDC framework is

based on geobiology research at natural hot spring sites in Yellowstone National Park as an

exemplar case of high value field data in contemporary, cross-disciplinary earth systems sci-

ence. Through stakeholder analysis and investigation of data artifacts, we determined that

meaningful and valid reuse of digital hot spring data requires systematic documentation of

sampling processes and particular contextual information about the site of data collection.

We propose a Minimum Information Framework for recording the necessary metadata on

sampling locations, with anchor measurements and description of the hot spring vent dis-

tinct from the outflow system, and multi-scale field photography to capture vital information

about hot spring structures. The SBDC framework can serve as a global model for the col-

lection and description of hot spring systems field data that can be readily adapted for appli-

cation to the curation of data from other kinds scientifically significant sites.

Introduction

The abundance of publicly accessible scientific data will continue to grow dramatically as the

open data movement gains momentum. The potential for open scientific data to spawn new dis-

coveries and innovation has been promoted by dozens of federal reports and active scholarly

discourse (e.g., [1–4]), and at present, one international registry lists hundreds of data reposito-

ries for the geosciences alone (see www.re3data.org). However, while more and more data has

become available, there are still few criteria for guiding the production and management of

open datasets to assure their value and fitness for reuse beyond their original application.
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The aim of the Site-Based Data Curation project (SBDC) is to develop an approach for

retaining the value of digital data collected from scientifically significant sites (hereafter

referred to as site-based data) for reuse across disciplines. The investigation grew out of our

previous work analyzing data curation requirements for more than a dozen scientific subfields

[5–6], where site factors emerged as key aspects of data value for researchers in the earth sci-

ences. Sites of data collection are central to many field sciences, as seen for example in the

"site-based network approach” applied by the Long-Term Ecological Research (LTER) Net-

work to community-oriented data management at designated biomes, beginning in the 1980s

[7]. The SBDC project, funded by the Institute for Museum and Library Services, was motivated

by the risks to valid reuse of site-based data through the loss of vital contextual information, as

researchers increasingly share their data through institutional and domain repositories, as well

as the potential for data services to build rich aggregations of data collected from important

research sites.

Using hot springs geobiology research at Yellowstone National Park (YNP) as an exemplar

case, we formalized site-based data curation through development of a Minimum Informa-

tion Framework (MIF) for documenting the critical contextual elements needed for data

reuse. Grounded in stakeholder analysis and extensive examination of data artifacts collected

by geobiologists, the MIF is designed to function as a guideline for researchers collecting site-

based data and as a foundation for further development of curation processes for optimizing

the collection, description, and reuse of field data from other kinds of scientifically significant

sites.

Data curation is defined as the active management and enhancement of data for current

and future use for science, scholarship, and education [8]. This definition assumes the need

for both upstream and downstream management of data—from the point of data collection

to the archiving and potential enrichment in repositories. Upstream responsibilities generally

fall to researchers or research team members responsible for data quality, documentation,

and deposit, whereas downstream responsibilities typically fall to information professionals,

and range from basic archiving and access work to supporting enhanced interoperability,

tools, and services for retrieval, visualization, and analysis. As demonstrated in a recent

National Academy of Sciences study [9], demand is growing for data curation and related

areas of professional data work in data centers, repositories, libraries, and research institutes.

Additionally, organizations and enterprises across the public and private sector are recogniz-

ing the importance of investing in the collection, integration, and repurposing data assets

[1, 10].

The SBDC project team encompasses the different areas of expertise needed to consider

upstream and downstream dimensions of site-based data curation and to address the problem

from technical, scientific, and local policy perspectives: 1) data collectors—scientists in geol-

ogy, microbiology and genomics; 2) site managers—resource managers who oversee data col-

lection at YNP; 3) information scientists specializing in data curation principles and processes;

and 4) information professionals with expertise in development of data archiving technologies

and data service. The team represents the type of collaboration and division of labor needed to

build data systems that retain and add value to data for long-term use and strongly support

integrative scientific inquiry.

In the subsections that follow, we first present important background and context, high-

lighting the integrative geobiology research at Mammoth Hot Springs at YNP that guided

the SBDC framework, the primary motivations for the scientific communities, and the related

current curation research and development. The second part of the paper describes the partici-

patory methods driving the SBDC project, the empirically derived Minimum Information

Framework for geobiology, and discussion of implications and related project themes.

SBDC based on hot spring geobiology
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Background

Geobiology and Yellowstone

As a mecca for data collection for a range of sciences, YNP serves as an international centerpiece

for site-based field research. YNP is a well-protected, well-studied, accessible environment, and

the geothermal features in the park are rich with microbial life. The extreme environments

found in hot spring vents are used as natural laboratories for investigating research questions

that range from the origin and emergence of life on Earth to the search for life on other planets.

In particular, Mammoth Hot Springs (MHS) at the northwestern margin of YNP has been the

base for decades of integrated geobiological investigations, making MHS a highly suitable loca-

tion for development of the SBDC framework aimed at supporting systems research that inte-

grates data about geological, biological, physical, and chemical processes.

There are more than 10,000 diverse thermal sites within YNP, allowing geobiology re-

searchers many options for careful study of complex hot spring systems that have not been

impacted by human activity and thus remain in their natural state [11]. Furthermore, the sheer

number and extreme variety of these thermal environments in YNP allow comparative studies

across diverse environmental conditions. This makes it possible to verify system-scale hypoth-

eses regarding the origin and evolution of early life. Over time, potentially significant and

important anomalies can be identified from long-term patterns and trends, and then targeted

for ongoing and future research.

The National Park Service (NPS) plays a significant role by ensuring that field analyses are

completed under stable, consistently accessible, safe, and federally permitted wilderness-sam-

pling conditions. While there are comparable thermal vents found along deep sea spreading

centers, their sampling requires complex and expensive logistics (i.e. use of deep water sub-

mersibles). With water depths in the kilometers, it is significantly more difficult to discretely

sample at a high spatial resolution in the sea than on the land surface. Further, most terrestrial

hot springs around the world have not been protected like those at YNP, and therefore re-

search sites that are not heavily damaged and impacted by human use are extremely rare. The

relative ease of accessibility of thermal features in their original natural state makes YNP hot

springs unique and significant research sites for the geobiological sciences, and YNP an excel-

lent exemplar of a scientifically significant site.

Moreover, as emphasized by our YNP team members, the park is known for forging new

benchmarks for professional practice in national parks more generally. For instance, YNP has

been an early leader in methods of wildlife and fire management, developing strategies that have

been adopted by many other parks (e.g., [12–13]). At this time, YNP is well positioned to lead

NPS in areas of data management and curation. The NPS already has processes in place for care-

ful cataloging and tracking of physical specimens and artifacts collected at all national parks

[14–15], but there are not yet equivalent protocols for recording, collecting, or preserving digital

data. Resource managers at YNP have also taken steps toward better tracking of research in the

park to improve monitoring of resources, by building on existing NPS reporting requirements

to collect additional information from visiting researchers about their activities in YNP [16].

This emphasis on YNP-specific reporting requirements sets an important precedent for NPS-

wide data reporting, and it sets an expectation for documenting and sharing specific informa-

tion about research activities, consistent with SBDC intentions. It is important to note that inter-

nally produced documents and datasets are managed via a suite of NPS-wide systems accessible

through the Integrated Resource Management Applications (IRMA) portal [17]. Similar to

many institutional repository systems, in its current state IRMA is not designed for robust man-

agement of research data. However, it is a serious investment in information infrastructure that

over time could evolve to support deposit and retrieval of data content by external researchers.

SBDC based on hot spring geobiology
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Motivations driving SBDC project

From the initial planning stages, the SBDC project was guided by both the scientific aims of

academic geobiology researchers external to YNP, and the resource management needs of

NPS personnel at YNP. The SBDC core team includes a prominent geobiologist and a YNP

senior resource manager, with additional representatives from both groups participating in the

stakeholder analysis phase of the investigation. The original design of the project was informed

by researcher aims and concerns and further elaborated through systematic engagement

throughout the course of the study. Collaborative engagement is a basic tenet of our participa-

tory approach and essential to achieving results that are useful for all stakeholders. The team

also built on the experience of existing collaborations between geobiology researchers and

NPS personnel, notably the NSF-funded Yellowstone National Park Research Coordination

Network (RCN) in which co-PI Fouke was a participant. The scientists participating in the

YNP RCN and the SBDC project have demonstrated commitment to data sharing as a way to

improve data access and reuse for their common scientific interests in the hot springs environ-

mental context of heat-loving (thermophilic) microbial life.

A key concern in geobiology is the need to understand the environmental context in which

early microbial life originated and evolved, but there are few established methods for document-

ing environmental microbial context. This is largely due to differences in the methodological

and disciplinary practices within the core branches of science that contribute to geobiology

(biology, physics and chemistry). For example, biology commonly studies cellular to whole

organisms contextualized in the environment in which they live. Microbiology, on the other

hand, has traditionally pursued research at smaller scales, often analyzing cell physiology, bio-

chemistry, and molecular composition without significant environmental contextualization.

This has led to surprisingly limited exchange and cross-referencing between these fields.

The recently developed field of Geobiology [18–19] seeks to better understand complex nat-

ural systems by integrating geological, biological, physical and chemical processes with the

environmental context in which they occur. This requires the cross-disciplinary integration of:

1) reductionist and holistic approaches; 2) field sampling and laboratory experimentation; and

3) synthesis and prediction across a spectrum of scales of space and time. Ongoing technologi-

cal advancements in nanometer-scale imaging resolution and high throughput molecular anal-

yses has now made it possible to simultaneously measure, correlate and mechanistically link

geobiological processes that range from the single cell to the entire global ecosystem.

In the case of MHS, extensive geobiology research has been completed on how microorgan-

isms respond to, or sometimes rise to control, the coupled effects of environmental change

and the deposition of mineral deposits called travertine [20]. For example, MHS thermophiles

catalyze the rate at which travertine is precipitated via bacterial cell wall biochemical composi-

tion [21]. The hot springs are composed of steep environmental gradients (large physical and

chemical changes over short distances) in flow rate, temperature, nutrient delivery, and aque-

ous chemistry. The thermophiles respond to these changes by changing their bacterial cell wall

protein chemistry, which in turn directly controls the rate, shape, and distribution of travertine

deposition. As a result, this travertine deposition itself locally changes hot spring outflow envi-

ronmental conditions, to which cells further respond by changing travertine deposition. This

ongoing feedback process creates the terraced travertine morphologies that are the hallmark of

MHS, as well as a variety of other changes in the rock deposits. This underlying universal

mechanism of microbial catalysis of mineral growth has direct application to understanding

biomineralization in the human body (i.e. kidney stone formation), oil and gas exploration

(i.e. rock petrophysical properties) and space exploration (i.e. fossilization of ancient mineral

biomarkers) [20].

SBDC based on hot spring geobiology
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Related work in data curation and metadata standards

Best practices in scientific data curation have evolved alongside the growth of technical inno-

vations, seen perhaps most vividly in bioinformatics and sequencing technology. The Protein

Data Bank and GenBank have become canonical models of success in the curation of large

aggregations of shared scientific data [22–23]. For the sciences that have been developing pro-

tein and gene data systems, curation work has largely focused on annotation and assembly of

metagenomes and genomes, with only minimal, if any, requirements for contextualization of

the data collection environment. However, as discussed below, for utilization of GenBank data

by geobiology researchers, the curation process would need to also produce metadata docu-

menting system-level information on the site where genetic data were collected.

Metadata is a central concern in data curation, since structured descriptive information is

essential for discovery of content in information systems and for users to understand the

potential for data to be reused. At the most basic level, metadata for a dataset should capture

“who, what, where, when, and how” data were collected, but further information about mea-

surements and definitions of variables and units is necessary for data to be usable by anyone

beyond the original collector [24]. Studies in the earth sciences have emphasized the impor-

tance of documenting methods and protocols, especially since environmental conditions and

disturbances in the field can result in unexpected changes in procedures [7, 25–26].

Metadata standards in the earth sciences have varying and often limited coverage of data

collection methods [27]. Many include an element for “sampling” and optional description of

summary elements that can accommodate some unstructured aspects of methods description.

The Ecological Metadata Language (EML) takes a relatively comprehensive approach distin-

guishing between protocols and methods, and with structured sub-elements for methods

procedures that includes temporal and/or spatial coverage and instruments used in specific

processes. Studies of data practices, however, have shown that many researchers are not aware

of or do not implement the metadata standards in their discipline [28], in some cases because

of their complexity or a need for technical support [29]. Nonetheless, standards for specific

areas of research and data types continue to proliferate. For example, Biosharing (https://www.

biosharing.org/standards/), a resource focused on life sciences data standards, databases, and

policies, lists more than 600 standards. Notably, Biosharing includes over 80 reporting guide-

lines, which have been largely drawn from an initiative working to harmonize minimum infor-

mation standards, called Minimum Information about a Biomedical or Biological

Investigation (MIBBI) [30].

It was not the goal of the SBDC project to create a metadata standard for geobiologists, but

rather to create a framework of principles and processes that helps to articulate and support

upstream and downstream processes as a general model for site-based data curation. Early

work with our participants, however, suggested that a minimum information framework

(MIF) would be a productive step for our stakeholder communities and consistent with trends

in other sciences. A MIF can offer basic structure for documenting data collection processes,

as well as a way to extend current schemas that lack context description.

Methods: Stakeholder analysis and engagement

The curation framework was developed primarily through iterative phases of stakeholder anal-

ysis and participatory engagement, drawing on principles from natural resource management

[31–32] and methods adapted from our previous data practices research [33–34]. Our stake-

holder analysis approach is rooted in the Delphi technique that enlists a panel of experts to

solve problems through a process of consensus development [35]. It was also helpful in build-

ing a sense of community among the participants with varying interests and needs in accessing

SBDC based on hot spring geobiology
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YNP data. Further, as reviewed in [36] a participatory approach to standards development is

crucial for long-term adoption, particularly in scientific contexts. We have also closely moni-

tored community developments of the National Geothermal Data System [37] and the Yellow-

stone Research Coordination Network [38], which contain stores of data relevant to emergent

SBDC principles and practices, and consulted with developers of the National Environmental

Methods Index.

We began the process with a stakeholder workshop held at YNP in Spring of 2013. Through

this workshop, we gained further understanding of our stakeholders’ practices in the field,

expectations for data quality and reusability, opinions regarding data sharing, and initial crite-

ria for a minimum information framework. The MIF was then further elaborated and refined

through participatory engagement and through several kinds of artifact analysis conducted

with a large sample of YNP geobiology data.

Stakeholder workshop

A two-day workshop held at YNP served as the foundation for engagement with two key

groups: academic scientists who collect data at YNP and, resource management personnel

from the park. Participants included nine scientists—geologists, geochemists, and microbiolo-

gists—who have research programs dependent on data they collect at YNP, and seven profes-

sionals from YNP, including managers of research permitting and reporting, and information

professionals from the YNP research library and archive. The workshop was designed to inter-

rogate data value and reuse factors through a set of roundtables, exercises, and focus groups

with the researchers and YNP personnel. The set of activities generated a shared understand-

ing of broad curation goals, and revealed that researchers and resource managers had different

priorities and functional requirements for YNP data. Generally, researchers wanted curation

designed to optimize data for longitudinal studies across sites and exploration of the dynamic

systems within YNP. Resource managers at YNP were particularly interested in using data

sources to track site evolution over time, and in using metadata to inform strategic science ini-

tiatives in the park. All participants agreed that well-curated and aggregated YNP data will be

critical to making important scientific advances in understanding microbial metabolic func-

tion, their linked relationship to the environment, and the evolution of these thermophilic

communities in space and time.

Participants also considered the strengths and limitations of the standards that currently

guide their own data collection, including: sampling protocols, approaches to field notebook

data entry, trip logs, and other descriptive techniques used in data collection, processing, and

analysis. An important area of consensus was the vital role of photographs as metadata for doc-

umenting site conditions, environmental context, and geologic setting associated with sample

collection. Field photographs were also seen as an important means for tracking seasonal and

other changes at a site over time. As one researcher noted, "The first thing I want to know

about a dataset is, 'What did the spring look like?' "
Transcripts of the focus groups and extensive notes from the other sessions were induc-

tively coded to identify key themes and requirements, recorded along with a full account of the

workshop activities in the final report [39–40]. The University of Illinois at Urbana-Cham-

paign Institutional Review Board (IRB) approved this research. Written consent was obtained

from our participants prior to beginning research. The IRB approved this consent procedure.

Participatory engagement

Participatory engagement and artifact analysis after the workshop focused on MIF develop-

ment and refinement. The preliminary list of data elements to be included in the MIF was

SBDC based on hot spring geobiology
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drafted by two of the geobiologists immediately following the workshop. These terms were

first revised based on the analysis of the workshop outcomes and then through consultation

and interactions with selected key stakeholders (three geobiologists and two representatives

from YNP) over the next year. Interactions included interviews, email exchanges, conference

calls, and face-to-face meetings.

Direct analysis of data artifacts was used to assess the efficacy and coverage of the MIF.

First, we conducted an extensive inventory of co-PI Fouke’s research hard drive, in which we

modeled his typical research workflows and data outputs based on two years’ worth of his

data. In addition to a data inventory, the artifact analysis produced a process inventory, activity

diagram, and provenance graph, to be reported on in depth in subsequent publications. The

focused case study of a significant personal collection of YNP data gave us valuable perspective

on a typical research workflow and data organization processes, and it verified the saliency of

the MIF elements for the research process and data products. This work will be described in

detail in another publication.

The MIF was also compared with an existing data publication standard identified from a

list of relevant initiatives and platforms developed through stakeholder analysis and a survey

of the literature. The EarthChem "Vent Fluids" template [41] was found to be the most applica-

ble to the kinds of chemical data recorded in geobiology research [42]. Finally, we conducted a

trial run in the field using a custom data entry template rooted in the MIF for co-PI Fouke’s

undergraduate "Introduction to Biocomplexity" class trip to YNP to learn about fieldwork. Stu-

dents were observed entering data into the template, and their experiences and feedback

informed our final revisions of the MIF.

The MIF and the results of these latter two applications of the MIF are described in the fol-

lowing section. It has been conceived of as a guideline or structured set of expectations that

can serve as a basis for information models and support further development and practical

application by the geobiology community. As noted above, the participatory methods applied

are particularly appropriate for this work, since standards are most effective when developed

and enforced by the community they are meant to support [36].

Results

The results from the stakeholder analysis guided the design of the SBDC MIF. A range of

themes emerged from the various activities, representing the different perspectives of the sci-

entific disciplines and YNP management. In terms of the primary SBDC aim of supporting the

reuse of data across research communities, two priorities were clear. There was consensus

among the participants that the potential for valid use of data produced by someone else

depends on: 1) documentation of sampling procedures, and 2) contextual information about

the site of data collection. Through the iterative MIF development we engaged with partici-

pants and examined data collections, working toward agreement on how to represent these

two categories of information as efficiently as possible. Reframing the aims around capturing

“minimum information” rather than production of metadata was consistent with data stan-

dards trends in biology. It also allowed us to avoid a common (and in this case, unproductive)

distinction between “metadata” and “data,” since we determined that the information needed

to represent sampling and site context is a mixture of qualitative descriptive elements and mea-

sured data points.

Grounded in a “systems science” understanding of YNP hot springs, one of the most novel

contributions of the MIF schema is the assertion that both quantitative and qualitative infor-

mation about both the hot spring vent and the outflow drainage system, and the relationship

between them, are required. Each of these components is fundamental to understanding the

SBDC based on hot spring geobiology
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dynamic structure and physical, chemical and biological composition of any given hot spring.

The geobiologists noted that studies tend to provide various degrees of information on one or

the other but rarely for both the vent and the outflow. For the purposes of sharing hot spring

data, they determined that description of the vent as well as the drainage system are vital for

contextualizing samples and measurements within the broader system, to ensure accurate and

valid integration and reuse of the sample data.

Minimum information framework

The MIF is composed of three classes of information (Fig 1). The Field Campaign class pro-

vides basic information about the people involved in a project, the project’s mission, and the

springs being studied. This includes a description of the fieldwork purpose articulating overall

goals and motivating hypotheses; any related NPS permit numbers; names of people who

collected the data in the field; date range of the project; sampling plan for data collection; expla-

nation of the sample ID and labeling schema (e.g., explanation of any codes used to label sam-

ples); and names of hot springs being sampled (specific geolocations of the springs are required

as well but documented under a different class). Large-scale photography of the entire hot

spring system should be included here.

The Hot Spring Structure class includes information that describes and characterizes each

hot spring within the study. Special focus is paid to the vent of the hot spring, which serves as

the triangulation point for all of the outflow drainage system. The vent temperature and vent
pH of the water at the vent should be recorded; this acts as a heuristic characterization of the

hot spring’s microbial ecology [20]. Other information elements include a site description in

free text (accompanied by sketches if necessary); and the location and altitude of the vent, the

mid-point of the drainage system, and the end-point of the drainage system. This array of

points would allow the geometry and flow directions of the entire system to be identified and

reconstructed. Detailed photographs of the entire spring system are included to clearly illustrate

the spatial hydrologic continuity between the vent and the outflow drainage channel.

Fig 1. UML Class Diagram showing the three classes of the Minimum Information Framework (MIF):

Field Campaign, Hot Spring Structure and Observations from Sample Sites.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0172090.g001
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The Sample Sites and Measurements class includes information about each site of sample

collection. Sample ID is the label assigned to the sample or measurement; this is critical for cap-

turing the provenance of future analyses. Sampling position should describe the position of

each sampling site in terms of the distance and bearing to the vent, and themorphology of the

lithographic facies the sampling site is located in (e.g., the pond, apron or channel of the hot

spring drainage system; see [20]). We note that a description of distance and bearing is neces-

sary in lieu of a simple GPS location because the distance between sampling sites (often a few

centimeters to meters) in these springs is often too small to be recorded accurately by GPS.

Any relevant instrument-specific sampling metadata should also be recorded (e.g., error ranges

for thermometers, date and timestamps of measurements). The sample site’s water temperature
and pH should be collected (preferably in triplicate) along with each sample. Detailed photo-

graphs at a range of scales should be included, to clearly illustrate the spatial relationships and

hydrologic continuity between each sample collection site and its position in the vent and the

outflow drainage channel and collection sites therein.

In Fig 1, it is important to note the many-to-many relationship between field campaign and

hot spring structure (many field campaigns can study many hot springs and many hot springs

can be studied in many field campaigns) and the one-to-many relationship between hot spring

structure and sample sites. The Hot Spring Structure GPS data is split out as a subclass of Hot

Spring Structure location and altitude data. Fig 2 illustrates the relationship between these lat-

ter two classes of information. Sampling Metadata is split out as a subclass of the Sample Sites

and Measurements class because of it’s great variability; we anticipate that researchers seeking

to apply the MIF to their work would need to customize this class to their study and instru-

mentation. Researchers may wish to include information on sampling technique and experi-

mental design, measurement units and uncertainty, and instrument detection limits in this

subclass.

Fig 2. Illustration of geospatial relationship between information collected in the Hot Spring Structure

class and the Observations from Sample Sites class. Photograph taken by Bruce Fouke and previously

published in [20].

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0172090.g002
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Encoding guidelines

The MIF is intended to guide general documentation practices for sample and data collection for

geobiology. As such, the UML class diagram shown in Fig 1 should act as a starting point for

developing documentation and information management practices that are appropriate for a

given field campaign. The MIF classes and attributes should be refined based on the sampling

plans and instrumentation developed for the field campaign. Additionally, research communities

will need to strive for systematic encoding of the MIF elements, with initial recommendations as

follows. For the Field Campaign elements, Contributors should include the full name(s) of PI/

Investigators and all members of the field party. Thermal Feature Names lists the names of loca-

tions where sampling was conducted. For sites at YNP, use of the "official" location names and

ID numbers found in the NPS Thermal Inventory is recommended if known, (though we note

that corrections may be needed depending on changes in thermal feature activity over time). GPS
locations should be recorded in UTM if possible. Altitudemeasurements should be represented

in meters, and derived from topographical maps or separate GPS systems. Photographs should be

taken at a range of scales for each class of information (mm-cm-mm length), preferably with

embedded geolocation and timestamp information. Site descriptions should detail the overall site

and condition of the vent and sampling sites, as well as information describing the primary flow

path in a range of methods (e.g., sketches, free text description, estimated size of spring, etc.)

Controlled vocabularies need to be applied when possible. As noted there are official names

for YNP geological features (e.g., Angel Terrace), but sub-feature terms, such as the names of

the facies (e.g., pond, apron, channel, etc.) along the spring drainage system, should also be

consistently applied. This may involve development of a local controlled vocabulary. Other

controlled vocabularies may need to be adapted or extended. For example, terms from the Bio-

diversity Collections Ontology [43] may be appropriate for description of sampling plans and

locations, and terms from the growing the National Environmental Methods Index [44] may

be useful in describing sampling methods. For some sampling methods, a simple description

of what kind of instrumentation was used may suffice, such as “by paper” or “by instrument”

for pH measurement.

Evaluation

The applicability of the MIF was refined and tested in two ways, through: 1) comparison to

existing standards, focusing on EarthChem Vent Fluids templates, and a 2) trial run in the

field with co-PI Fouke’s undergraduate "Introduction to Biocomplexity" class trip to YNP.

To assess the MIF’s compatibility with existing data publishing infrastructures, we exam-

ined the coverage and fit in relation to the following controlled vocabularies and data stan-

dards: US Geological Survey, Geographic Names Information System; National

Environmental Methods Index; Marine Geoscience Data System; Federal Geographic Data

Committee geo-metadata standard; ISO19115; and the Integrated Earth Data Application,

EarthChem data templates. Of these community-developed standards, we found that the

EarthChem “Vent Fluids” template [41] was best for capturing the nuances within the exten-

sive samples of geobiology data. It too features a hierarchical structure that captures informa-

tion about a field campaign, methods metadata, and site and sample context (including a

"lithology of substrate field" which could be used to express the morphology of hot spring

facies at each sample site). As would be expected, many aspects of the MIF specific to hot

springs did not "fit" into the existing template, such the sampling position and morphology

relative to the vent. If the MIF were to be adopted by a broader community, however, the exist-

ing EarthChem "Vent Fluids" template would be an excellent foundation for adapting a hot

spring-specific data template. This work is described further in [42].
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To assess the application of the MIF in practice, the SBDC team tested a prototype of the

framework with a group of students in co-PI Fouke’s Introduction to Biocomplexity course, in

which students learn to collect data in the field. We created a spreadsheet template formatted

for the students’ data collection based in the MIF for use on a field trip to YNP where they con-

ducted small experiments and data collection in the hot springs. After training in data curation

best practices and use of the template provided by an SBDC team member, the students used

the templates for their data collection and field work. Based on direct observation of the stu-

dents’ work in the field and review of their completed data collection sheets, the MIF func-

tioned well in supporting structured description of data at the point of collection in the field.

Some students reported that they enjoyed the template description process, and none found it

to impede their project work. However, some had difficulty with precise description of the

vent location and the bearing of each of their sample sites relative to the vent, due to the com-

plexity and access limitations of the data collection location. Students were working in the

main area of Mammoth Hot Springs, which includes upwards of 20 individual vents and sev-

eral overlapping springs. They were consequently restricted to the "boardwalk" paths and

unable to reach certain segments of the springs. We discuss the implications of this trial run

for future iterations and uses of the MIF below.

Discussion

The MIF is rooted in geobiologists’ “state-of-the-art” understanding of how best to parameter-

ize YNP hot springs as a holistic, complex natural system. It offers data curation guidance

well beyond the post hoc description of a data product typical of many descriptive metadata

approaches, and includes context and relative measurements essential to retaining the value

and usability of the data for earth systems geobiology. Information describing the vent, for

example, serves as a critical anchor-point for measurements at a certain point in time and

accommodates the need to account for change in natural systems as part of data stewardship

responsibilities. The MIF prioritizes data curation best practices of documenting provenance

as well as the relationships among related data objects and their context. The unique contribu-

tions of the MIF include the three classes of elements, reflecting fundamental levels of repre-

sentation of the process of collecting data in the field, and the utilization of photographic

information as a formal part of the descriptive scheme.

Implementation of the MIF has a number of challenges. The time and labor involved in

data documentation and description is widely acknowledged as a general limitation in the gen-

eration of metadata. A successful implementation strategy would need to build on existing

reporting procedures and practices to extend the “small structures” that are common in the

research process, such as existing data management routines and reporting requirements for

research conducted in national parks. An important next step would be the development of a

metadata tool with menus of standard protocols for encoding MIF elements and forms that

prepopulate fields with information on methods regularly applied by a data collector. Addition-

ally, data processing tools need to support dataset normalization, packaging, and description of

complex data objects. At the same time, these techniques should not inhibit individualized

methods for sampling, experimentation, analysis and computation.

As revealed through our trial run with students in the Biocomplexity class, even in localities

as accessible as YNP, there are challenges in gaining sufficient access to the site for recording

some elements. In large hot springs, researchers may not be able to precisely locate key struc-

tural components, such as the vent or the mid- and end-point of the drainage channel, and

they may not be able to precisely measure the position of sampling sites relative to the vent.

In such cases, estimates of distances would be a reasonable alternative for supporting later
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reconstructions of the hot spring structure. Additionally, since standard geolocation points

can be less than optimal, supplemental photography (including recent satellite imagery) and

field sketches should be encouraged. As noted earlier, we thus recommend that researchers

create both qualitative and quantitative representations of the hot springs and their sampling

sites, thereby creating field data that can be reused and integrated for systems science.

Aggregation of site-based data

The geobiologists engaged in this study were highly aware that they need to be able to gather

site-based data for to conduct sophisticated system level analyses. At present they have limited

ability to examine the complex big picture of natural systems, determine normal conditions

over time, conduct broad comparative studies, or reveal new connections and relations among

isolated studies. The research community at present seems to have a culture of collective

autonomy; they are highly aware of each other’s work in YNP and the particular kinds of data

collected from the same sites over years or decades, but they do not work together collabora-

tively or coordinate their collective data resources.

While the MIF is an important step in supporting reuse of site-based data, metadata alone

does not directly address researchers’ need for access to site-based YNP data in aggregate.

Tools and infrastructures are needed to support site-based data curation. Integration of data

from particular sites or comparison across sites over time would be supported by consistent

community application of the MIF as well as systems or repositories that aggregate the stan-

dardized data and allow search and retrieval within and across sites. Map-based interfaces are

becoming more common as an access layer in geoscience data systems, but most disciplinary

and institutional data repositories do not support discovery of data based on scientifically sig-

nificant sites.

Resource managers in the park also expressed interest in a system that would support sys-

tematic and comprehensive understanding of the data generated at specific locations. Site-

based monitoring of data collection could be used to mitigate risk of redundant or excessive

work in delicate ecological areas. As part of the permitting process, resource managers could

also assist scientists in identifying areas with potential for high impact data for their research

questions and other existing data from those sites. An SBDC approach to data description and

aggregation could support and enhance a range of reporting requirements, such as the annual

reporting required of researchers with NPS data collection permits, but also the data manage-

ment plans required by funding agencies.

Current systems outside the NPS where YNP geobiology data could be deposited and aggre-

gated capture some of the elements of the SBDC framework in different ways and in varying

degrees. Data made available by the YNP Research Coordination Network [38], for instance,

may be accompanied by a photo to provide some indication of site conditions at the time of

fieldwork; latitude and longitude coordinates, geothermal region, and complex area may also

be provided, as well as pH, and temperature. However, data collection procedures are not typi-

cally described. The Geothermal Data System [37] applies a number of appropriate standards,

including ISO 19115 and a mandatory “lineage” field, “based on sources which are either used

or produced in a series of process steps,” but it does not provide structure for detailed specifi-

cations on thermal features and conditions. The System for Earth Sample Registration [45],

designed for physical samples, has developed its own metadata profile that includes a “collec-

tion methods” field in the general description element as well as a site geolocation element and

fields such as "Physiographic Features." However, the initiative is still in the early phase of

developing an approach for connecting to digital data. The SBDC empirically derived MIF is

distinctly different from these and other existing site-based standards. By distinguishing the
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field campaign, hot spring structure, and sample site as distinct classes and anchoring data

around characterizations of the hot spring vent, it would function well as a formal foundation

for extending the schemas used in these existing earth science systems.

Conclusion

The current SBDC framework has been developed for geobiology research in hot springs and is

informed by both participant needs and an understanding of how hot springs are structured and

function. In the next phase of SBDC, the team intends to investigate and test how readily the MIF

can be adapted to a different type of geologic feature and the associated needs of the research com-

munity. We expect that certain aspects of sampling and site context may be similar. However, the

measurement anchors, application of images, and contextual parameters may be unique. For

instance, we are considering a study of coral reef science for our next case study; in this science,

seawater depth (bathymetry) and distance from shore would likely replace hydrological flow path

from vent through the drainage system. Like the work with the hot springs, any future MIF devel-

opment for coral reefs or any other scientifically significant site will be guided by work with the

scientific community and a scientific understanding of how to retain the value of data and inte-

grate different kinds of data from a given site as a long-term data stewardship responsibility.
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